to a+/3 or is zero according as a+/3 is a root or not.
R2. The linear subspace of elements of Q belonging to a root is one-dimensional.
Notation. u X a " denotes an element belonging to the root a. Clearly any collection {X a } with distinct subscripts are linearly independent over K mod 5C and {3C, X a |all roots a} spans Ç.
Suppose a, (3 are roots. Define Define H a as the element of 3C such that B(H, H a ) =a(H) for all HEW.
R4.
*(«,fl-y(«,p)
/*(#«) = a^Ha), a(£t«J / 3
[X at X-a \ = B(X a , X-a)Hcf
For each root a select an Z a . Define C a/ 3 by the relations [X a , Xp] = Ca.pXa+fl if a + j8 is a root, C« f /3 = 0 if a + 0 is not a root.
RS. Ca. fiC-a.-jSB^-Wia, P) [k(a, 0) +l]a(H a ). R6. {X a |all roots a} may be so chosen that [X a , X-a ] =^« and Ca fj 8= -C~a,-p-Here 5(J«, X_ a ) = l and C a ,/3 is real if K is the complex numbers.
3. An algebraic theorem. We shall now deal exclusively with Lie algebras over the real and complex number fields R and C respectively.
Let Q be a Lie algebra over C. By a real form of Ç is meant a real linear subspace which (1) is closed under the formation of brackets; (2) spans Ç; and (3) has a base which is linearly independent over C. If Ç is a Lie algebra over R, by the complexification of Ç'is meant the augmented linear space over C obtained by augmenting R to C.
Let Ç be a Lie algebra over C and let ÇTS be a real form. Consider the real-linear transformation 6 of Ç (considered as a linear space over i?) :
DEFINITION. 0 is called the "conjugation of Q with respect to QR." Note that QR is the set of elements which are invariant under 0.
A compact form of a complex Lie algebra is a real form on which the fundamental bilinear form is negative definite.
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 4. The theorem. Let G be a connected real semi-simple Lie group, Ç its Lie algebra, and let ad G denote its adjoint group, that is, the Lie group of autmorphisms of (ƒ induced by the inner automorphisms of G. Let Çc denote the complexification of Ç, 0 the conjugation of Çc with respect to Ç, ÇK a real compact form of Çc which is invariant under 0. ad Çc, being a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of all linear transformations of Çc, determines a Lie subgroup G* of the Lie group of all nonsingular linear transformations on Çc. To Ç there corresponds a real linear subspace Ç*<Z.ad Çc under the correspondence :
X e Ç<-* ad ZG ad Çc.
To ÇK there corresponds, under the correspondence IG ^<->adIGad Çc, a real linear subspace Ç|Cad Çc* Regarding ad Çc as a Lie algebra over the reals (that is, regard ad Çc as a linear space over the reals; since the bracket operation satisfies the identities of a Lie algebra, ad Çc is a real Lie algebra) Ç* and ÇK are then subalgebras and to them correspond subgroups G* and G K of G*. Clearly G*^ad G topologically as well as algebraically. It is to be noted that if a group is algebraic relative to one base for V, then it is algebraic relative to any other base. Hence one can use simply the term "algebraic."
In our usage of algebraic groups, the field K will always be the reals. 
T~{ -E7)-{-E7) T -
where E is the rXr identity matrix. Condition (2) states that Let J=Ç r\G K , let 7*= {ad X\Xej}, let S=Çn(-iyi*Ç Ky and let S* = [ad X\X£zS }. Let F* denote the Lie subgroup of G c corresponding to the real Lie subalgebra J*CÇ* and let S* = {exp Z|XGS*}. Let Q be a base for the complex linear space Çc relative to which the matrix of ad X is real skew-symmetric for all XÇZÇK-Then G G is a subgroup of the orthogonal group relative to Q. Let F* denote the subgroup of G* whose matrices relative to Q are real orthogonal.
Suppose now g£G*. Then g=f-s where s=exp ( -1) 1I2 W, and relative to Q the matrices of ƒ and W are respectively real orthogonal and real skew-symmetric (cf. C. Chevalley, Lie groups, p. IS).
LEMMA 2.5. In the above decomposition f or g, fÇ^P* and s £5*.
PROOF. Let rj denote the conjugation of (ƒ with respect to ÇK, let TM denote the matrix of T relative to Q if T is a complex-linear transformation of Çc, and let rj*(T) denote the complex-linear transformation of Çc with matrix T M . 
Consequently Wp is a real skew-symmetric matrix. Applying Lemma 2.4, it is seen that exp ( -l) ll2 t-2W belongs to aut Ç for all real t and thus, by Lemma 2.3, to G*. It follows that (-l) l i*WEÇ*. Since W M is real, W<EÇK and hence (-iyi*WeS* = Ç*ri(-iy*Çi. Consequently s £5* and ƒ, being in G*, must be in F*. Proof of Lemma 2.5 is now complete.
Let S* be endowed with its inner topology relative to G* (and F* with its topology qua Lie group). LEMMA 2.6. G* = 7 ? *X*S'* topologically. F* is a compact Lie subgroup and S* is topologically a Euclidean space.
PROOF. Consider the one-to-one mapping g-*(f, s) denned by: g-f-s where ƒG^*, s£<S* of G* onto the topological direct product F*XS*.
It follows directly from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and the fact that an algebraic Lie group is closed that G* and G& are closed in the group of all regular real-linear transformations on Çc and a fortiori in the group of all regular complex-linear transformations on Çc-F*, the set of all real orthogonal (relative to the base Q) complex-linear transformations in G* 9 is clearly closed.
The mapping gM->{fM, SM) is the restriction of the well known 5 one-to-one bicontinuous mapping of the group of all regular complexlinear transformations of Çc onto the topological direct product of the group of unitary matrices and the set of positive definite hermitian matrices (relative to Q). Furthermore, the exponential mapping of S * onto S* is the restriction to S * of the well known homeomorphism 5 of the hermitian matrices onto the positive definite hermitian matrices. Since G* and F* are closed, their topologies as Lie groups and the given topology of 5* are equivalent to their inner topologies relative to the group of all regular complex-linear transformations of Çc. It follows that S* is topologically a Euclidean space and that the mapping g-*f-s is a homeomorphism of G* onto P*XS*. Since G* is connected, F* is connected. But the Lie algebra of F* is clearly Ç*C\ÇKJ the Lie algebra of the Lie subgroup F*. Consequently F* = i 7 *, and F* is closed in the full complex-linear group on Çc. Inasmuch as { TM\ TÇEF*} is a subgroup of the real orthogonal group (relative to base Q), F* is compact. Proof of the lemma is now complete.
Let D denote the center of the semi-simple group G. D is discrete and G* = G/D topologically as well as algebraically, under the natural mapping f :
gGG-*automorphism of Çc induced by T 0 , where T a is the inner automorphism x-*g~~lxg of G. Let S= {exp X|XGS, S = Ç(~\ ( -IY^ÇK] , and let F denote the connected Lie subgroup of
f (exp X) =exp ad X\l XÇiÇ. Inasmuch as the mappings X-»ad X and ad X->exp ad X are one-to-one if XGS, the mapping X->exp X is one-to-one if XGS. Give 5 the topology which makes the mapping X->exp X of S (endowed with its natural Euclidean topology) onto S a homeomorphism and F its topology qua Lie group. Clearly f maps iS homeomorphically onto S*.
LEMMA 2.7. G = FXS topologically.
PROOF. Let P -Ç^ÇF*). The homogeneous space G/P is homeomorphic to G*/F* = S*, a simply connected space. It follows that P is connected, P = F, and D(ZF.
Let g<EG. Since ?(g) =ƒ*•** where /G^* and s<ES* y g = d-f-s where/'G^, *GS, d&P. But DQF; hence £=ƒ•* where/G-F, sES.
Suppose that fi'Si=f 2 'S 2 where /i, / 2 G -F and si, ^GS. Then f (/Offal) = f (/a)f ($0 implies that f (*i) = f (s 2 ). Since f is one-to-one on <S, s± = S2 and hence/i=/ 2 , that is, the mapping
defined by g=f-s is a one-to-one mapping of FXS onto G. We now prove that 0 is a homeomorphism. Inasmuch as the exponential mapping of a Lie algebra (endowed with its natural Euclidean topology) into a Lie group is a continuous mapping, and inasmuch as group multiplication is continuous, the mapping 0 is continuous.
Let U, V be connected neighborhoods in F, S respectively. Since f PROOF. Consider the adjoint group of F acting on J. Since F* is compact, the adjoint group of F (a homomorphic image of F*) is compact and is therefore completely reducible, that is, if the linear transformations of the adjoint group keep a subspace invariant, they keep invariant a complementary subspace. It follows that J is the direct union of minimal ideals. Consequently J=J(1@QA (directly) where «£ and zA are respectively semi-simple and abelian ideals of J. Let «£*, iA*, be the images of «£, zA respectively under the adjoint representation of Ç. Then 3 f *=o£*©<vf* (directly). Since «£* contains no abelian ideals, cyf* can clearly be characterized as the maximum abelian ideal of J*. It follows that A* is the maximum connected normal abelian Lie subgroup of F*. Since A*, the topological closure of A*, is a connected normal abelian Lie subgroup, A*=A*, that is, A* is a closed subgroup of F* and is thus compact.
Consider now F*/A*. This is a compact Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to J*/QA*=J(^.
Since there is a compact Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic to «£*, by a theorem of Weyl 6 any Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to «£* is compact. Consequently L* is compact.
THEOREM 2. G -KXE topologically, where K is a maximal compact subgroup and E is topologically a Euclidean space.
« H. Weyl, loc. cit. p. 170.
